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THE FUTURE OF 
MANUFACTURING:
A NEW ERA OF OPPORTUNITY  
AND CHALLENGE FOR THE UK

PROJECT REPORT

In 1970, Sir Ove Arup pledged 
a company protocol of ‘total 
design’: the integration of design, 
engineering and innovation.  
Today, Arup still stands by this 
principle. Every project is a journey 
of continuous improvement to  
‘shape a better world’.

A new era of opportunity
Innovative solutions for industry

Industry is changing; as we embark on the fourth major industrial era 
since the 18th century, successful businesses are reshaping to research 
and capture opportunities arising from big data, intelligent systems and 
increased automation.

This fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4, sees the physical, 
digital and human worlds fuse through new technologies that will 
impact all disciplines, economies and industries, and even challenge 
our ideas about what it means to be human.

Our foresight and innovation team’s international research has 
recently helped shape the UK Government’s growth strategy for the 
manufacturing sector to 2050. The research highlights the importance 
of attracting and retaining talent, embracing social responsibilities, 
sustainable use of resources and investing in new innovation.

Our recent perspectives report ‘rethinking the factory’ explores the 
future from three different angles: people, production and space. 

Rethinking the Factory perspective

Rethinking the Factory

UK Government foresight
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Leaders in innovation

Paving the way for the future realisation of Industry 4 standards, 
we are engaged with the Welsh Government in the delivery of 
an exciting new Advanced Manufacturing Research Institute in 
Broughton. In addition, we are collaborating with Hong Kong Science 
and Technology Parks Corporation to provide advice on automated 
logistics solutions for the first of its kind advanced manufacturing 
centre in Hong Kong.

Using the latest 3D printing techniques, known as ‘additive 
manufacturing’, we have produced a design for critical structural steel 
elements. This innovative technique will allow manufacturers to create 
highly complex, individually designed pieces, significantly reducing 
cost, waste and carbon emissions.

Our projects often feature challenging energy reduction, zero CO2 
or fully treated waste targets. We are industry leaders in applying a 
circular economy approach to our design. Our research, using the Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation’s ReSOLVE framework, explores practical 
applications in the built environment. Arup’s Circular Economy 
Assessment Tool aims to identify the biggest cost levers and recognise 
and implement more circular actions based upon client priorities and 
measurable facts and data.
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Our fundamental goal is to create durable and inspiring 
surroundings tailored to individual requirements, designing 
for long-term resource efficiency and resilience by 
integrating economic, environmental and social  
goals into every project.

Matching the demands of every project, we draw upon our 
global pool of experts in finance, systems, people, design, 
security, risk and project management to provide the right 
level of support to help our clients achieve their objectives.

Providing  
integrated solutions
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Strategy Development

Grasping the drivers for change and the 
changes that are right for you can be a 
real challenge. Our approach is to work 
collaboratively with you to understand 
your aspirations, your business and the 
environment in which you operate.  
 

We find solutions to position your business 
to meet the future demands in a changing 
world. Strategies that bring maximum value 
and resilience, that merge the best in business 
sense and creativity and that truly bring 
together assets, technology, people  
and processes.

Managing Projects

Practiced in articulating project objectives 
clearly and focusing team effort towards their 
achievement, we have developed extensive 
systems and dashboards.  
These provide our clients with a clear and 
thorough understanding of their projects, 
including change control, timing, cost and 

risk control and information flow. Of course, 
delivering projects on time, on budget and to 
brief is vital, but our creative approach also 
generates innovative solutions. We deliver 
projects intelligently, to drive the lasting 
changes organisations need to thrive.

Advanced Manufacturing

Future factories will have to operate at 
higher material and energy efficiencies, 
while providing flexible, safe and healthy 
working conditions for an increasingly skilled 
and diverse workforce. In response to the 
escalating need for better whole-life cost and 
associated carbon reduction, Arup actively 
integrates Building Information Modelling 

(BIM) technology into every building design 
project. By designing from the inside out, 
we ensure the most effective relationship 
between the users, processes and surrounding 
environment. We actively ensure flexibility 
and agility are considered to maximise the 
longevity of an asset.

Masterplanning

Our ethos of collaborative thinking, design 
and planning enables us to carry out projects 
ranging in scale from large masterplans to 
individual buildings. Our capability is based 
upon our insight into the way facilities 
influence wellbeing, efficiency and lifestyle. 

We bring all relevant technical considerations 
of a masterplan together in a process 
where our client takes a central role, and 
all participants are engaged in a dynamic 
working environment of open discussion  
and rigorous debate.
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Digital

Constant connectivity is changing the needs 
and behaviours of the people who use the 
assets we help build. There is a digital 
dimension to the physical world that impacts 
everything. That’s why at every stage of the 
project we see it as critical to consider the 
dynamic interaction of all three elements – 
people, the physical environment and digital 

technology – to help clients make better 
decisions about the future needs of their end 
users. Increasingly, our consultants work with 
clients to digitise complete processes so that 
everything becomes data driven. This results 
in more informed decision making, quicker 
and cheaper execution of capital projects and 
higher performance at the operational stage.

Logistics and Distribution

Whether designing new facilities or assessing 
existing management of operations we 
help clients achieve maximum efficiency in 
operations, staff, equipment and space.  
We understand that within the key objectives 
of reducing response times and increasing 
accuracy there are opportunities to address 
escalating costs and inventory levels.       

Quite simply, better logistics and distribution  
means a greater quality of service.  
To produce innovative and robust warehouse 
systems design, we employ state-of-the-art 
technologies to deliver and create the link 
between people, facility and distribution 
channels.

Operations

The emerging trends are seeing an inevitable 
shift towards leaner, smarter and more 
flexible forms of production. Products and 
processes will be sustainable, with built-in 
reuse, remanufacturing and recycling for 
products reaching the end of their useful lives.   

Without disruption to existing operations, we 
help clients to achieve revenue growth, reduce 
production line unit costs, improve speed to 
market and exploit the opportunities presented 
by operating in, or competing with, lower cost 
regions and markets.

People Factors

Human capital is a more valuable asset today 
than ever before, employers are looking 
to empower people to share knowledge, 
form meaningful communities and achieve 
objectives that drive their businesses forward. 
Our team applies scientific, technical 
and creative strategies to understand 
human behaviour, both physically and 

psychologically in relation to the project. 
These strategies generate benefits, such 
as increasing productivity and usability, 
which helps to improve staff wellbeing 
and satisfaction. Our ethos of continuous 
improvement ensures skills are transferred to 
allow the application of knowledge beyond 
the end of a project.
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Pfizer, UK

For this highly flexible research and development facility at Discovery Park, 
Arup was multidisciplinary engineering designer. Our integrated construction 
and design team collaborated with project and cost consultants, contractors 
and architects to ensure the original design thinking was continued throughout 
construction, commissioning and handover of Pfizer’s European headquarters 
delivered on budget and within the 30-month timeframe.
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Research and Education
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British  
Construction  
Industry Awards - 
The Supreme  
Winner

GlaxoSmithKline, UK

An excellent demonstration of an integrated multidisciplinary engineering team 
delivering a project to consolidate research activities on to a single site.

Arup was appointed as programme managers for the design and technical 
supervision of a new facility that was undertaken by a task force of 350 
engineers and consultants and was delivered efficiently, with minimal risk  
and within budget.

UK Government

Through a series of international 
workshops Arup helped the UK 
government to shape its growth 
strategy for the manufacturing 
sector to 2050. Considering 
societal, technological, economic, 

environmental and political domains 
we facilitated high-level workshops 
at several British Embassies to 
garner leading factors affecting 
manufacturing now and into the long-
term future in the UK.

The analysis and advice contained in this 
report will help Government to take its 
support for manufacturing to another level.
The Rt. Hon. Vince Cable MP,
Former Secretary of State for Business, 
Innovation and Skills

i

Advanced Manufacturing Research Institute, Wales

Arup is collaborating with key strategic partners on behalf of the Welsh 
Government on an exciting new Advanced Manufacturing Research Institute 
(AMRI) at Broughton in North Wales. The facility, a 6,000m2 research and 
development hub, will encourage collaboration between strategic anchor 
companies, SMEs and higher education partners. The institute will also act as 
a catalyst for growth and create jobs across the supply chain in Deeside, North 
and Mid Wales, the Northern Powerhouse and further afield.

Arup is providing multidisciplinary services, from several of our UK offices, 
including project management, design and engineering, planning and  
specialist expertise.
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National Training Academy for Rail, UK

Jointly with Siemens Rail and the National Skills Academy for Railway 
Engineering, Arup has played a pivotal role in the successful delivery of  
this national academy, instrumental in bridging the skills gap within the UK  
rail industry. 

Environmental Recycling Technologies, UK 

Working in collaboration with a client team, Arup’s input helped ERT to 
merge with a larger interested party within the recycling sector. Our strategic 
business and operating advice included development of a detailed business case, 
materials and manufacturing guidance, supplier selection and support during 
negotiations of the merger.

The Arup team always provide, and continue 
to provide, sound commercial and technical 
advice - and just the right amount of support 
whenever and wherever we need them.
Lee Clayton, Managing Director,  
Environmental Recycling Technologies plc.

The opening of the NTAR is a major 
milestone towards delivering a network of 
transport infrastructure skills. The facility is 
just what the country needs to ensure we 
develop a workforce with the advanced skills 
required to build a transport network fit for 
the future.
Claire Perry,  
Former UK Rail Minister

Research and Education
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The National Automotive Innovation Centre 
will serve as a generator of new skills 
and new thinking, providing a perfect, 
collaborative environment in which to 
learn, research and develop the designs and 
technologies that will shape the vehicles and 
personal mobility solutions of the future.
Dr Ralf Speth, Chief Executive Officer,  
Jaguar Land Rover
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National Automotive Innovation Campus, UK

The National Automotive Innovation Centre (NAIC), engineered by Arup and 
architecturally designed by Cullinan Studio for Jaguar Land Rover, Tata Motors 
and Warwick Manufacturing Group (WMG) will be a centre for world-leading 
research in developing new automotive technologies aimed at reducing CO2 
emissions and dependency on fossil fuels. Based at the University of Warwick, 
the centre has been designed specifically to encourage collaboration, cohesion 
and cross-fertilisation of ideas between academia and industry.

The single building of approximately 33,000m2 across four levels will provide 
space for high-tech research and development, cutting-edge workshops, 
laboratories, virtual engineering suites and advanced powertrain facilities, 
equipped to enable a full range of design, visualisation and prototyping 
activities.

NAIC has been designed to achieve a minimum BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating. 
Environmental sustainability has influenced the choice of materials and 

construction methods, including the in-situ concrete frame and glulam roof 
structure, which is renewably sourced with low embodied energy.

The building accommodates a diverse range of mechanical and electrical 
systems in response to room activities, process equipment needs and their 
environmental treatment.

The structural engineering for the NAIC has been driven by the desire to match 
the quality, finish and attention to detail delivered by the automotive industry.

As a multidisciplinary team under one roof we were able to integrate all 
discipline requirements working through clashes, coordination and avoiding 
potential conflicts later in the build.

Research and Education
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Rolls-Royce, UK

Rolls-Royce’s new-build 28,000m2 facility will house a range of manufacturing 
and production facilities including electronics and hydro-mechanical 
manufacturing, production and engineering test cells, lab and assembly areas, 
offices and various ancillary support facilities. The facility contains a wide range 
of specialist process systems such as engine test cells, ATEX rated ventilation, 
fuel systems, numerous gaseous manifold systems, LEV, effluent treatment 
plants, wet and form sprinklers, and also contains a range of process services 
including liquid and gaseous nitrogen, air scrubbers and argon.

Arup was appointed as multidisciplinary engineering designers, to provide 
fully-integrated engineering solutions in response to complex business needs, 
whilst maintaining the integrity of a landmark architectural design. We provided 
civil, structural, mechanical and electrical engineering, fire, acoustics, IT and 
communications design services.

Working closely with the architect, we prepared all engineering designs from 
a fully integrated BIM, enabling the client to test and understand all design 
concepts throughout the early design process.

The fire team provided fire engineering advice and developed a holistic fire 
safety strategy for this building. Arup’s acoustic team provided specific design 
involvement from concept stage through to the tender process and were also 
novated to the Contractor side delivery team to project completion.

Arup were retained by the client and employed by the successful contractor 
to complete the detailed design for the Mechanical, Electrical and Public 
Health packages. We used BIM to coordinate our engineering disciplines and 
produced coordinated working drawings for the contractor to use in their off-site 
fabrication modules.

We’re delighted our planning application 
has been approved. This is fantastic news 
for everybody and we can now look towards 
growing the business for the future.
Simon Burr,  
CEO, Rolls-Royce Plc
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Daimler, Russia

Arup mobilised a pan-Europe multidisciplinary project team to carry out the full 
engineering design of Mercedes’ proposed new production plant in Moscow. 
The concept for the plant comprises the manufacturing building under a 
single roof that incorporates the vehicle body and assembly shops linked to an 
automatic storage and retrieval system, with the paint shop housed in a separate 
building. Other facilities include logistics area, centralised offices and an 
energy centre as well as a number of peripherals such as gate houses and sales 
building. Arup made all local permitting submissions within extraordinarily 
tight timeframes to meet the challenging programme and subsequently enabled 
construction to commence with full authority planning approval on programme. 
In parallel, our Moscow and UK design teams collaborated around the  
clock to ensure compliance with Russian codes and standards for design  
and construction.

Kiira, Ugandan 
Government

As part of the Ugandan Government’s 
25 year plan to make the country an 
industrialised nation by 2040, Arup 
provided a commercial strategy 
for production of the Kiira vehicle. 
At the launch, the Prime Minister 
Ruhakana Rugunda announced that 
the Government will support Kiira 
until vehicles roll off the assembly 
line, and the opportunity is expected 
to create around 12,700 jobs during 
the implementation of five phases.

Toyota, UK

In response to Toyota’s aspirations to 
produce high quality vehicles, flexibly 
respond to the market, achieve profit 
through cost reduction activities and 
enable long-term prosperity for staff, 
we were asked to undertake the total 
multidisciplinary design and project 
manage the new 230,000m2 vehicle 
manufacturing plant. We applied a 
structured value management regime 
throughout the duration of the project 
which saw a new production plant 
designed and built in 33 months.

Production of the 
Kiira vehicle in 
Uganda will create 
around 12,000 jobs

i

2016 saw 180,000 
vehicles roll off the 
production line

i

Automotive
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Jaguar Land Rover Engine Manufacturing Centre, i54, UK

In line with their long-term strategic growth plans, Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) 
invested in a new-build state-of-the-art Engine Manufacturing Centre (EMC) 
of three phases that will produce new generations of high performance engines 
with world class leading levels. The facility was JLR’s first dedicated engine 
manufacturing plant in the UK, incorporating both high tolerance machining 
and assembly halls in one building. The 200,000m2 development has the 
capability of producing 600,000 engines a year. It houses JLR’s machine and 
assembly halls, engineering design and development areas, engine test cells,  
and administration and staff support areas.

Arup’s multidisciplinary design team comprising architects, engineers and 
technical specialists, worked from briefing through to concept and tender 
design stages on behalf of JLR as well as delivering the detailed design for 

the design and build contractors, Interserve and Vinci. The EMC is the first of 
JLR’s facilities to be designed using Building Information Modelling (BIM). 
Throughout the entire design process Arup’s team worked collaboratively with 
JLR’s Powertrain and Estates team in developing the bespoke design to meet 
stringent budget and quality criteria, whilst responding to the evolving process 
requirements as these emerged from JLR’s equipment suppliers.

Arup met JLR’s performance and sustainability objectives by setting high 
standards of fabric and building features which included natural ventilation, 
day lit office and production spaces, extensive grey water recycling, solar 
thermal hot water heating and the largest rooftop PV array in the UK. 21,000 
photovoltaic panels were installed which provide energy to power 30% of  
the facility.
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I toured your project today;  
I was very impressed with the design and 
the quality of the building and engineering. 
In particular, how you’d driven the BIM 
agenda with JLR and integrating production 
and the building itself.
Jim Lawson,  
Director, Construction,  
Rolls-Royce Plc

Achieving 
BREEAM 
‘Excellent’ for  
JLR’s new 
production facility

i

Automotive
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Carlsberg, Germany

The new greenfield brewery takes on a circular economy approach 
in the use of equipment relocated from existing Carlsberg 
breweries together with the purchase of new equipment.  
Arup has produced the masterplan for the new brewery including 
development through to a design and build tender design.  
Our advice has covered permitting and procurement strategies and 
administration of the tender activity including assessment  
and recommendation of contractor appointment. 

Mingzhu Rice Winery, South China

The Mingzhu Winery is a 150,000m2 traditional ‘Baiju’ (Chinese rice wine) 
factory. Nestled in a beautiful tea valley, the complex is arranged along a 1km 
long pedestrian spine with a high level walk way providing spectacular views.

The facility has been designed to maximise standardisation and use of modular 
off site construction to assist the contractor to build efficiently and to a high 
quality standard in a challenging rural location.

Echoing traditional Hakka buildings, the winery will create a new kind of 
‘Baijiu’ tourism for China.

This is a radical rethink of new and old. 
Centuries old hand making techniques are 
balanced with high technology clean room 
manufacturing. This ethos is echoed in the 
elegant contemporary architecture in a 
stunning setting.
Mark Richardson,  
Lead Architect
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Weetabix, UK

Working in collaboration with the management team at Weetabix, we developed 
a site masterplan and supporting road map that minimised the implementation 
risk and prioritised the highest return activities. Our five-year operational 
strategy not only supported demand ambitions but improved performance of  
ongoing operations.

SABMiller, Nigera

Arup engaged early with our client team to understand their drivers and to help 
establish a new brewery design against challenging benchmarks. We created 
masterplan and Structural, Mechanical, Electrical and Public Health engineering 
design that allowed for high standards in brewing, low staff numbers, 
improvements in working environment, flexible buildings and infrastructure. 
This enabled future expansion possibilities with minimal impact to brewery 
operations.

Arup provides a high quality service.  
Your team had a good understanding  
of what we were trying to achieve.  
Team members from different disciplines 
brought specialist knowledge from the same 
organisation which added consistency  
and continuity to the project.

Food and Drink

Mondelez, UK

As part of a major investment to 
upgrade and increase efficiency at the 
former Cadbury plant in Birmingham, 
Arup was asked to design additional 
chiller capacity to serve new 
equipment being installed. We also 
provided contract and procurement 
advice, ran the contractor selection 
and appointment process and 
undertook the contract administration 
and supervision of the works.

Stephen Capitani, 
Project Manager,  
Mondelez International
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Diageo, Global

Our strong and successful relationship with Diageo spans 50 years and 650 
commissions world-wide. Arup has provided multidisciplinary services 
to deliver strategic planning advice and a variety of brewery expansions, 
refurbishments and developments in Africa, Ireland and the UK. More recently 
our services have been extended to Brazil, Eastern Europe and India.

Cadbury, Poland

Arup provided a holistic solution that reduced risk and met client objectives 
in delivering a major greenfield confectionary manufacturing plant, creating a 
step-change in the efficiency of chocolate production. Arup was instrumental in 
the design, engineering and construction right through to transferring operations 
from a UK facility.

GlaxoSmithKline, UK

Arup created an overall masterplan 
to provide flexible, agile production 
facilities that will not only create 
the environment for a world class 
drinks producer now, but far into 
the future. Our masterplan was 
designed to facilitate a change in 
the operating culture, provide better 
visibility of operations and significant 
improvement of Overall Equipment 
Effectiveness.

Arup provided a fast, reliable response to an 
immediate need. The team communicated 
well, were proactive and not frightened to 
challenge the status quo.  
The output was excellent and enabled us to 
easily manage stakeholders.
Project Manager,  
Major UK based Pharmaceutical Company

Coca-Cola Enterprises, UK

To support Coca-Cola Enterprises’ 
aspirations of zero-carbon 
manufacturing, using our project 
experience from food and drink 
manufacturers and considering 
changes in technology, Arup 
undertook a detailed energy, 
process and technology review. 
The results demonstrated a number 
of opportunities that would reduce 
overall CO2 emissions by 46% at 
CCE’s largest plant.

Reducing overall 
emissions by 46% 
for Coca-Cola 
through strategic 
reviews

i
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Molson Coors, UK

As part of Molson Coors’ investment 
to modernise Britain’s Biggest 
Brewery, Arup provided strategic 
advice and project management 
services. Our site masterplan enabled 
the business to improve efficiency 
by selling land, create a smaller site 
footprint and increase beer production 
capacity.

Arup is very professional. On this project 
we wanted rigour and discipline and we 
definitely had that. Arup brought confidence 
to us around administering the contracts, 
the processes and also in rolling out the 
processes - our staff on the team adopted 
them too and this ensured consistency.
Pete O’Connell, 
UK Supply Chain Capital Project Manager, 
Molson Coors Brewing Company (UK) Limited

Creating a smaller 
footprint and 
increasing capacity 
at Molson Coors

i

Food and Drink
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Increasing productivity by 
41% and a reducing waste 
by 78% at Gerber

i
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Gerber Juice, UK

In response to Gerber’s aspirations for significant growth and more efficient 
manufacturing solutions, Arup developed options for Gerber’s future site 
strategy. Our fully integrated consultancy team transformed the business case 
into reality, resulting in a state-of-the-art greenfield development, delivered 
right first time, on time and to budget.

Food and Drink
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Arup globally are one of our six strategic 
go-to consultants and have helped us on a 
number of occasions with some challenging 
assignments.  
They have great depth of resource from 
specialist technical capability through 
experienced senior management advisory.
Jim Lawson,  
Global Construction Director,  
Rolls-Royce Plc

Reducing 
capital costs 
on construction 
projects by over 
25% for  
Rolls-Royce

i

Rolls-Royce, Global

Arup has been working with Rolls-Royce globally for over ten years.  
Within a wide portfolio of integrated project solutions we have delivered 
projects in the UK, Germany, Norway, Singapore and North America.  
Recently, we have developed an innovative approach to reduce capital costs  
on typical construction projects by over 25%.

Rolls-Royce Instruments & Controls, France

Arup’s review of business and operations strategies across the civil nuclear 
business in France provided the basis for a site consolidation strategy.  
Our solution supported the growth of this core nuclear business for the next  
20 years and highlighted opportunities to improve stakeholder integration  
across the business.
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Boots Manufacturing, UK

Arup worked within a client team 
to develop an operational concept 
design and implementation plan for 
the transfer and consolidation of four 
sites and overarching manufacturing 
concept.  
The consolidation plan considered 
skills and knowledge capture and 
transfer as well as optimisation of 
physical assets identifying £5.5m 
annual cash benefits from operating 
efficiencies.

Annual cash 
benefits of £5.5m 
on operating 
efficiencies 
at Boots 
Manufacturing

i

I would like to commend you for the way 
in which you tackled the issues we were 
faced with; I have every confidence that 
implementation will complete successfully.
Andrew Scott,  
Implementation Manager,  
Boots Manufacturing

Infast, UK

Infast’s manufacturing division was 
losing money. Originally appointed 
to close the businesses and outsource 
supply, Arup identified and agreed an 
alternative turnaround strategy that 
converted loss into profit, saved 200 
jobs, increased capacity and provided 
annual savings of £1.5m.

I don’t usually use consultants, but I don’t 
view Arup as consultants. I view you as an 
important part of my senior team.
Robert Sternick,  
Chief Executive Officer,  
Infast Group Plc

Providing annual 
savings of £1.5m 
and saved 200 
jobs for Infast

i

Manufacturing
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NKT Cables, Germany

Arup designed a scalable risk management system 
that accounted for best practice across numerous 
industry sectors and enabled NKT to manage risk 
at all project stages from decision-to-bid through to 
financial close.

Cummins, Germany

Arup provided multidisciplinary 
design and engineering services 
for a new production facility in 
Marktheidenfeld.  
Designed with flexibility to allow 
for future expansions, the facility 
incorporated production areas, 
laboratories and a canteen and was 
completed to tight timescales.

On behalf of Cummins, we 
would like to thank the Arup 
team for its professionalism 
and their efforts and support 
to realise this project in time 
and on budget.
Steve Walton,  
Corporate Facilities Services Leader,  
Cummins

Arup helped us to develop 
a risk management system 
which was based on best 
practice, yet tailored to suit 
the specific needs of our 
organisation.
Joern Scharenberg,  
Director of Engineering,  
NKT Cables
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With an excellent Arup project team and 
extremely flexible and supportive Arup 
expert backbone, magic results could be 
achieved to make the impossible happen. 
Thanks to a fantastic team and a fantastic 
leadership for the great support.
Ralf Löffler,  
Global Facilities Delivery, Europe / I-MEA / Asia,  
P&G

Clarks, USA

Arup provided additional growth capacity and improved efficiency to 
Clarks through the development, design and implementation of a 55,000m2 
warehousing and distribution facility in the UK that enabled the business 
to service all European retail operations. The operational and cost benefits 
delivered, resulted in Arup supporting a similar development to service its  
North American business.

Procter & Gamble, Global

Arup has been working with P&G for over 40 years and is one of their leading 
global technical partners for building assets. Arup has completed more than 
500 multidisciplinary design and engineering projects and continue to act as a 
professional consultant at many levels within P&G globally.

Manufacturing
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Zappos.com, USA

Our collaboration with the Zappos operations team led to the 
successful design and installation of a new materials handling 
system which allowed orders to be received and processed within 
an hour. Their distribution centre includes a shipping system, 
returns system, static racking storage and 120 carousels carrying  
1.5 million pairs of shoes for Zappos.com

Gillette, Poland

The new 75,000m2 Gillette blade and razor manufacturing plant in Łodz 
required fast track multidisciplinary design including specialist acoustic, 
environmental and flood engineering.

Occupying a 20ha site and employing 2,000 people, the plant has rationalised 
production across all European facilities. The pack centre and manufacturing 
operations are carefully synchronised so that products can be manufactured 
and packaged to order in a short time-scale, also reducing warehousing and 
distribution costs.

416,000 sq ft 
distribution centre

i
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Iron Mountain, Global

For the last ten years Arup has provided a range of services to support Iron 
Mountain. From engineering advice on new developments and existing facilities 
through to supporting strategic financial options evaluation, we ensure that 
timely support is available to the group throughout the global operations.

Safran, Poland

Working to deliver a high-technology manufacturing facility for Safran, 
Arup provided full project and construction management. The new 8,700m2 

production plant based in Sędziszów Małopolski will manufacture products for 
installation in new-generation aircraft engines.

Arup’s role included design phase, constructability review, value engineering, 
maintenance review, cost estimating and cost management, procurement and 
site supervision.

Somfy, Poland

The new 36,000m² facility in 
Niepołomice houses the world leader  
in automatic openings and closures  
for buildings.

The design and construction took on  
a four-staged development 
programme to incorporate production-
warehouse facilities, a research and 
development centre, social and office 
space, and a logistics centre for 
central-eastern Europe.

Arup provided site due diligence, 
multidisciplinary design and 
permitting, cost management, 
procurement, project management and 
site supervision.

Through all stages of the project Arup proved 
to be a reliable partner to Somfy. Your team’s 
professional approach and commitment to 
delivery contributed to the achievement of 
Somfy’s business goals.

Manufacturing

Fabienne Larroumets,
Group Construction Manager,  
Somfy
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More than

13,000
..people..

..In

85
..offices..

Arup offices worldwide

We are an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants 
and technical specialists offering a broad range of professional services.  
Through our work, we make a positive difference in the world.

..Across

35
..countries
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Jeremy Chatwin 
Email: jeremy.chatwin@arup.com
Phone: +44 121 213 3441
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Phone: +44 121 213 3133
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